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Press Release

Lainate,  June 2021 - Carlo Gavazzi Automation, the international electronics group with activities in the design, manufacture 
and marketing of electronic equipment, today presents the DPD Manager Apps.

With the launch of the DPD Manager App for iOS systems we provide users with an additional tool for the contact-less 
configuration via NFC of the DPD three-phase voltage monitoring relay.

Now it is possible to configure the target via NFC with the following methods: Windows Desktop App (for Windows PC), 
Android Mobile App (for both smartphones and tablets) and iOS Mobile App (for smartphones).

“The DPD Manager allows the setting of several monitoring functions and setpoints without error, an easy and quick 
replication of the configuration on multiple items, solving system alarms and preventing unauthorized personnel from 
changing the settings without permission,” Francesco Vedana, International Product Manager, says. “This launch will give 
us the opportunity to go beyond the sales limitations to attract potential customers using Apple mobile devices, increasing 
the configuration possibilities and usability of the DPD.”

Developed by our Competence Centre in Italy, the DPD Manager is specifically developed to provide configuration accuracy 
and repeatability for high efficiency, system failure event diagnostics for increased productivity and password protection 
for equipment security.

Main technical features    

DPD MANAGER APPs

Windows App, Android App, iOS App: 
three solutions to extend DPD NFC configuration to most desktop and mobile smart devices.

•  Writing the configuration on a device
•  Reading and saving a configuration from a device
•  Real time display of measured variables, alarms and output status
•  Password protection against tampering with the settings 
•  Configuration sharing


